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80% of a hospital’s stock is consumable items,
inexpensive yet essential to the day-to-day
running of any department.
Traditionally, stocktaking and re-stocking has been managed manually,
meaning long, laborious inventory checks and daily put-away cycles.

Enables mobile health workers
to manage their own stock
orders, requesting adjustments
to stock profile as their patients’
requirements become apparent.

A completely new way
to manage your stock.
Medstor, a company with 30 years’ experience in the
medical storage sector, now offers a completely new
way to manage your stock - Replenisher.net™
Benefits
•
Empowers individuals, stock managers and
management teams to request stock in real time.
•

Abolishes the need for ongoing stock checks.

•

Makes it possible to manage many locations from
a single web-based management system, so a
single stock manager can oversee locations many
miles apart.

•

Enables mobile health workers to manage their
own stock orders, requesting adjustments to
stock profile as their patients’ requirements
become apparent.

•

Eliminates expiry issues and stock outs.

•

Improves efficiency and ensures every procedure
is completed without stock shortages, improving
patient experience and department throughput.

•

Reduces stocktaking and put-away times to a
minimum so staff can be freed up for more
beneficial activities.

Is it easy to install?
It is very easy to install and is compatible with any
existing storage solution, such as the Medstor
modular system. It supports advanced stock control,
for example, dual bin/Kanban. It uses simple WiFi or
4/5G data, so requires no expensive cabling.
Is it secure?
It uses SSL encryption and is completely secure.
Will it expand as our operations change?
The system can encompass many sites and
up or down scale as required.

Works with any existing
storage solution
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“My experience of the best of the NHS and other
healthcare systems internationally shows that the
provision of high quality clinical care and good
resource management go hand-in-hand.
All trusts should therefore grasp the use of their
resources more effectively, the most important of
which is their people.”
Lord Carter of Coles- Operational productivity and performance
in English NHS acute hospitals: Unwarranted variations

Stock management workflow

SENIOR MANAGER

REQUEST

Stock request submitted by
the hospital team using:
Replenisher.net™ app or
Medstor wallbox system.

MULTI SITE

Departments and hospitals
can be linked together.

DISPATCH

REQUISITION

The Replenisher.net™ core
web based management
system generates requisitions
to be passed to the hospital’s
national framework system or
for processing to suppliers.

Your supplier delivers
requested items to the
hospital and the Replenisher.
net™ app efficiently guides
material handlers through
the put away process.

Empowering your team to order stock in real time, Replenisher.net is the
easy to install yet powerful and comprehensive data collecting system
linking to your stock management solution.
It brings many benefits, including bridging the physical stock in the
storage system to data processing across all points of use, reducing
stock outs and ensuring more procedures go ahead without delay, thus
improving patient satisfaction and hospital efficiency.

Easy to install and use
What does the app feature?
The easy-to-use and intuitive app offers many benefits:
•
Extremely fast and easy-to-use scanning
•
Scans single tags or many tags
•
Find my nearest displays stock of the item you
are looking for on a nearest to me basis
•
Search my nearest operates using speech
recognition, which is even faster and helps with
words that are tricky to spell
•
Validate item helps a user to check expiry dates
and can assist product recall and batch recalls
on products bearing a GTIN code
•
Report an issue to the stock manager - more
stock need at this location, tray needs tidying, etc
•
Audio-guided put-away improves efficiency by
freeing up hands
Does the system mirror our current day to day
ordering protocols?
The system supports all current protocols and methods:
•
Top-up
•
Kanban (Dual bin)
•
Par quantity
What do we use to request items?
Phone app - a simple to use barcode scanning app that
any staff member can operate. Wall box - Request cards
are dropped into a wall box and items are requested.
How are requisitions placed on our supplier?
Requisitions are raised by the system and the hospital’s
existing national framework system imports the orders
and passes them on to your supplier.

How long does it take to install?
Because installation does not disrupt day-today operations and mirrors your current working
practices, surprisingly little time is needed to get
the system up and running – Replenisher.net™ is
an investment that pays dividends quickly.
Is training and support available?
The Medstor team can provide a full concierge
service or training to enable users to install the
system internally. Training can be delivered oneto-one or to whole team. Phone support is also
available.

Change the way you manage your stock.
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